Proof.
We have G^ = p(G^) = {1} and hence G(k)\Y(k) = a-^l) = {1} for a: H\k,G^ = {1} -> H\k,G). Q.E.D. Here A^ stands for A or its dual A*. Note that (G,p,JT) ^ (G',?*,^) as triplets if G is reductive.
Proo/ -Clearly the isotropy subgroup at I^eM(n) is {/"}, and hence / = 1 by Corollary 1.4.
Q.E.D. 
i.e., p(a,P) = (ap'^ap) and G = p(G). Proof. -By Proposition 1.5, it is enough to show £ = 1 when k=3, i.e., (GLfxG^.A^eA^eA^eA^) where GL? acts on A^OA^OA^ as independent scalar multiplications. Since the isotropy subgroup of (GL^m,^) ls Sp^, we have result by Proposition 2.9. Q.E.D. 
A^e^TCAfeA?).
Proof. -It is enough to show ^ = 1 when
The isotropy subgroup of (10101) 0 A2 at
y Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 2.11, it is enough,to show ^ == 1 for a P.V. given by
for ^= p^l^3 eM(2w+l,3), ^e^. Now by Proposition 2.9,
x. = Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 2.14.
-We have <f = 1 for (GL^ x ^m+i.
A^eATCA?) and (GLf x ^L^i^A^CA*).
Proof. -By Propositions 1.5 and 2.12, we have our result. Q.E.D. Since H\k,SL^,) == {1}, Ker p = {1}, and H\W 1 ) = {1}, we havê = 1 for (5LL2^+i,A2®A2) by Corollary 1.3. Hence we obtain our result.
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 2.16.
A^eA^OAT).
We have By Corollary 1.6 and Proposition 2.15, it is enough to show that / = 1 for (GZ^xT^AiOOA?). An element x = \x^,x^,x^,x^x^) e Ajf 5 is a generic point of (GL^ x^,Ai(g)A*) if and only if x^ 7^ 0 (cf. Proposition 1.1 in [5] ). Assume that x is in Y(k), then by the action of gi = (e, diag (sF 1 e^2, ..., £?)) 6 ^(fe) with e = x^/xj, £1 = 1, E2 = X2/Xi, we may assume that x^ = x^ = 1. Now it is transformed to XQ = '(I,!,0,0,0) by the action of Proof. -Let n be 8 or 10. Then by Theorem 1.8, we have / = 1 for (GLi x Spiri^, the vector rep.) and (GL^ x Spin^-^, the spin rep.). Since the restriction of a half-spin representation of Spin^ to a generic isotropy subgroup of (GL^ x Spin^, the vector rep.) gives (GL^ x Spin^-^, the spin rep.), we have our result by Corollary 1.6.
Proof. -Prof. J.-I. Igusa proved that ^=1 for (G'Zq x Spin^, Ai©(A©A)) (See p. 14 in [1] ) and our assertion is obvious by Remark 1.7.
Q.E.D. Proof. -By Proposition 2.4, 2.5, 2.8-2.10; 2.12-2.18, we have our result.
Q.E.D. (1) ((^x^,Ai®A?).
(2) (GL\ x SL^, AI ®--© Ai). 3. 2-Simple P.V/s of Type I with Universally Transitive Open Orbits. 
^n). Then it is clear thai geSp^K).
Q.E.D Proo/. -Note that W (resp. W) is the Zariski dense orbit of (^xGL^,Ai®Ai, M^(n)) (resp. (GL^A^Alt^))). Since \|/(^^) = 5v|/(y)^ for any (A,E) e ^ x G'Z^, i|/(^ is an orbit of (GL^,\^). Let ^o ^ the generic point of (Sp^GL^, Ai(x)AJ given in p. 101 in [3] . Then we have \|/(Ao) = J(w=even) or vK^o) = o o ( m=odd )' Le -' ^(^o) ^ a generic point of (GL^.A^).
Hence \|/(^0 = W . Since \|/ is defined over the prime field, we have Proo/.
f(W(K))cz W'\K). Since ^=1 for (GL^A^), W'(K) is a single A2(GLJ(^)-orbit. Since \KW)) is A2(GLJ(^)-admissible, we have
- (1) is obvious. Since A^p^l+l^Ai) = A^p) (g) 1 + p®Ai, we have (2). Since A^l^lOOAi+AiOKgl+lOOAl®!) for GL\ x GL^^ is GL\^GL^^ l®l®A2+(Ai®l+ 1®AJ ®Ai+ Ai®Ai®l), we have (3) by Proposition 1.5.
Q.E.D. Proof. -By Theorem 2.19 and Corollary 3.8, we have ^=1 for (7) . By Lemma 2.7, the proof of Proposition 2.12, and (3) of Corollary 3.8, we have ^= 1 for (8). Since (SL^A\A,) = (SL^A^) = ?3,A*), we have (S^.A^Ai)) = (SO^A^). Hence we have ^2 for (^xGL2,Ai®2Ai) = (5^xG'03,Ai(g)Ai). Thus / ^ 2 for (9).
Q.E.D. Proof. -By Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 3.10, we have our result.
Q.E.D. Proof. -The generic isotropy subgroup of (GLs,A^) is connected (see P.76 in [3] ). Hence the generic isotropy subgroup H of its castling transform (SL^ x GL^^^^i) is connected and it is contained in Since ^ 2 for (GC^.Ai), we have ^ 2 for (GLi x^,A^®A*,Q 7 ) and hence ^ ^ 2 for the latter P.V.'s in (15).
Q.E.D. Since ^ S? 2 for (GL2,3Ai), we have <f > 2 for (G^i x^,Ai(g)A*,a 7 ) and hence we obtain our result.
Q.E.D. (1) (GxG^+i.p^Ai+lg^+AO+agnyCdegp^n').
(2) (GxGL^+l,p®Al+l®(A$+Al)+a®ly(degp<2n / -l).
(3) (GxGL2^i,p®Ai+l®(A2+AT)+a®iy(degp^2^).
Since ^=1 for (GX G'L(deg p), p*®Ai) which has a generic isotropy subgroup {(g,p(g));geG}, we have our result for (1). Since <f = 1 for (GL^+i^^i^^i)^) ^d ^eir generic isotropy subgroups coincide, we have our result for (3). By Proposition 4.5, (2) is equivalent to (GX ^/.(p+l^Ai+CTgny, which is equivalent to (G.A^p+^+oy = (G.A^+p+ay by Proposition 3.7.
Q.E.D. ) be a k-rational generic point of (GxGL2^-n,p®Ai+l®A2,M2^-n,2n'+i©Alt2^+iy(degp=2m'+l). Since £ = 1 for a trivial P.V. (GX G'L2n'+i?P®^i)» we "^^ assume that W = (/2m'+i»°)'
Then the fixer at ^ acts on Z-spaces as {GL^'-m')^^^'2(n'-m 1 )) which has £ = 1. Hence we may take
Z = 7
By the action of^m Proof. -For (4.1) with m = 2n\ ^=2^+1, it is castlingequivalent to (GLfx ^L^A^+Ai+Ai+A*), which has ^ = 1. When m = odd, by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.1, it is equivalent to (G'L?x5'L^x5 t^, Al®Al+l(x)(Al+Al)), which has <f = 1 by (5) in Theorem 3.20. By Proposition 4.4 (with p=Ai+l+l) and by a castling transformation, (4.2) is equivalent to (GL^ x SL^+1, A2 + Ai + A^ + Af), which has ^=1. Since the generic isotropy subgroups of (G'L2"/+l,(A2+Al) ( * ) ) coincide, we have (4.3) from (4.2). Now (4.4) (resp. (4.5), (4.6)) is a castling transform of (4.1) (resp. (4.2), 4.3)).
LEMMA 4.9. -We have <f = 1 for (GL^ x GL^ x GL^n'+i, l®(A a ! t ®l+Al®Al+l®A2)+Al®l(x)A*) mth 2m' < In' + 1.
Proof. -Since ^ = 1 for (GL^',A*) and ((zZ^n'+i^), we may assume that a fe-rational generic point of (GL2^XC7L2"^l,AT(X)l+Al®Al+l®A2,0 2m '©M2^2n / +l©^2 yl/+l )
